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Introduction
The aim of the forecast is to predict the load profile as accurately as possible, which means minimizing
the cost of electricity at the industrial complex. There are load forecasting applications at an industrial plant
with an electric arc furnace in the City of Ravne, Slovenia.

Methodology
In this paper we discuss the daily hourly load forecasting of load for the industrial complex using ARIMA
methodology [4] with one predictor [1]. For the daily forecasting of Min, Max (EnInov 2016), we made
predictions of +5 steps from the moment of zero. For predicting the daily walk, we need to make a forecast
of +24 steps from the moment of zero, in the case of the 15 minutes interval and the announcement
24 hours forward, we should perform +96 steps of the predictions.
The basis for predicting is the time series of energy consumption data, which is a time series from a
15 min values. Preparation of the time series for learning the forecasting models was carried out with a
different SQL aggregate functions. Energy consumption at the industrial plant had a seasonal week, hours
feature (7/24) and one dominant predictor – a big arc furnace.
The presented load forecasting system needs at the learning phase
two input historic time series: energy consumption and real
production data. We get production data from the Production
Planning Department and understand that 75 % of the annual
energy consumption is directly dependent on the number of loads
at the electric arc furnace. We wanted to use a simple and robust
predictor, so the predictor has a value of 1 when the furnace is
running and 0 when the furnace is not in operation.
The time resolution of the predictor is 1 hour. The issue is the
production time; real production will be moved to the past
afternoon, next to the evening (cheap electricity), over midnight, up
to 9:00 AM the next day (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Daily load curves

Results
Production time at the arc furnace is dependent upon the types of input material etc. To learn and to
improve a forecasting model (Table 1) we need exact production data. How do we get it? The answer is
hidden in the industrial plant energy consumption time series and in discussion with the Production
Planning Department. So, we research and develop an advanced algorithm, like the forecasting preprocessor, which captures best predictor data.
The tariff policy of electricity has the potential to improve forecasts, for example, by introducing new
predictors. Another option to perform prediction is with non-linear prediction models, as described in [2]
[5] and [6]. The purpose of load flow forecasting is to enhance the performance of the electricity trading,
so it would make sense to continue to work towards the integration of forecasting with the tariff policy and
the system trading of electricity.
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Table 1: Observed, model assessment and prediction
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